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,&tsSTR-ACT

This thesis desc¡ibes the OCCAM programming ianguage and the transputer

microprocessor. These toois were used to produce computational time improvements

for two linear algebra algorithms - QR iteration for finding the real eigenvalues of

a nonsymmetric matrix and forward elimination to find the soÌution of a triangular

system.

The tirne improvements were produced b¡' adapting the algorithms for a parallel

processing sYstem. The parallel processor used v/as an MIMD system with distributed

memory. A maximurn number of eight T800 transputers were connected into a bi-

directional ring to form the parallel netwo¡k.

Timings were performed with a serial algorithm executed on one node of the

network. A speed-up of 2.06 was shown for the QR algorithm with eight processors

(a matrix of size 64x64), while the triangular solution algorithm showed a speed-up

of 1.49 with eight processors fo¡ a matrix of size 112.

A small transputer system could have important applications for decreasing the

execution ïime of general linear algebra algorithms. The OCCAM language is useful

for expressing the parallel versions of these algorithms.
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CHAPTER, 1.

lntroduction

This tiresis presents some parallei algorithms in computational linear algebra

rvhich have been implemented in the language OCCAM on a parallel transpute¡-based

microcomputer system. It was desired to produce computational time improvements

for general-purpose routines. This is achieved by running different pieces of the code

simultaneously (in parallel) on diferent processors of an inexpensive and portable

multiprocessor system.

The first algorithm chosen was the QR algorithm fo¡ finding the real eigenvalues

of a matrix. This was implemented for non-symmetric matrices as most othe¡ work

in this area has been on syrnmetric matrices.

The second algorithm is the soiution of a triangular system of linea¡ equations,

a process which occurs in the most common solution algorithms for systems of lin-

ear equations, such as Gaussian elimination. This phase of the solution process for

systems of linear equations has often been ignored because the factori zation process

requires most of the computational effort. Reasons for considering this problem are

given in Chapter Six.



A decrease in time over serial routines for both algorithms was achieved for

larger matrices using a small number of processors (5 8). It was assumed that the

size of matrices would be much iarger than the number of processors for a reasonably-

priced (and even portable) system. A considerable amount of theoretical work has

been produced by other authors on problems where the number of processors is com-

parable to the size of the matrix. If your matrix is large (say 1000 x 1000), theoretical

routines that require 1,000, or 1,000,000 (n. or n2) processors are not generally going

to be feasible.

X-.1 Farallel Frocessing

Parallel processing is a method of splitting a problem into pieces which may be

executed concurrently (in parallel) on suitable hardware. There are different tech-

niques of providing parallelism in hardware, including pipelining, functional-, array-

and multi-processing.

Fipelining involves dividing a computational operation into sequential parts

which are roughly equal in execution time, and sending data successively through

these parts, like an assembly line. The parallelism is fuliy invoked when the pipeline

is filled and produces a finished packet at each step. Most iarger serial computers

employ pipelined arithmetic units.

Functional processing involves the provision of several independent units for

performing different functions which are allowed to operate conculrently on diferent

data. An exampie would be having separate addition and muJtipiication units within

a computer.



Array processing engages an array of identical processing elements (PEs) under

the direction of a single CPU. A1l PEs perform the same operation concurrently but

on different data. This is also cailed operating in lockstep.

Multiprocessing involves several processors (which may be individual com-

puters), each u'ith a separate set of instructions, that communicate through shared

memory or through a network. If the network consists of distinct computers (there

is usually considerable distance between these machines), it would be called a dis-

tributed system.

Tlie fi¡st three types of hardu are parallelism described above may be used

r¡'ith the Single Instruction stream, Multiple Data stream (SIMD) processing

model. In SII\{D processing the PEs operate under one CPU (therefore has a single

instruction stream), but there are vector instructions that initiate many operations.

Each element of the vector is regarded as a member of a separate data stream. A

large number of processors is possible with this type of architecture, since the PEs

are \¡ery simple . The SIMD class inciudes large arraJ/ processors like the Connection

Machine (with 65,536 single-bit processors) or the ILLIAC IV, as well as pipelined

vecto¡ processors such as the CRAY-I. These machines perform well with frne grain

parallelism, i.e. with small amounts of computation done between synchronizations.

Since the processors perform in locksiep, they do not require special code for this

synchronization.

Multiple Instruction stream, Multiple Data stream (MIMD) machines

have a much smaller number of mo¡e powerful processors. These architectures may

involve any of the above hardware strategies, but must include the fourth. The

processors operate asynchronously and are capable of performing more operations

than the standard SIMD node. Since very few algorithms can be split into completely

independent processes) communication is required (giving synchronization points).



This transfer of information may take place through the use of a shared memory area

(each processor may have access to a local memory as well), or through a point-to-

point communication network. This class includes the C.mmp from Carnegie-Mellon,

tiie BBN Butterfly and the N-CUBÐ.

The transputer system used for this thesis is a distributed memory (only local

memory) MIMD machine that uses a bi-directional ring communication network.

The SIMD and MII\{D classes are from Flynn's classification scheme (Flynn

(1972)). MIMD contains parallel processors that are actually multi-computers, where

each processor has a CPU. The SIMD class is forced to contain all the rest, including

pipeline and vector processors, although the definition makes no distinction between

the two types of parallelism. Hockney and Jesshope [1988] have devised an extension

to Flynn's classification that uses the memory systems, interconnection topology, etc.

They use the original SIMD/MIN{D scheme for the first division since it has become

ingrained in the parallel processing field.

The main reason for using parallel processing technology is for speed. Parallel

machines can do the work of a serial computer in significantly less time, allowing

new algorithms involving a considerable amount of computation to become feasibie.

Therefore, parailel processing allou's tire solution of much larger problems than is

possible with serial machines. Advances in particle physics and weather forecasting

are possible due to the advances in speed from serial supercomputers, but there is a

limit on this type of improvement (from physical considerations). The feasibility of

gaining speed through parallelism u/as recognized early on in the history of computer

architecture, beginning with the parallel access of all bits in a word around 1953 in

the IBM 701. Our present technology using serial computation cannot provide the

inc¡ease in speed that scientific programs require, but parallel processing can provide

an efficient solution to this bottleneck.



Chapter Two describes OCCAM and the transputer in a fair level of detail,

including the configuration of a network of processors. Programming examples are

given for using the various features of OCCAM.

General information which involves both algorithms is presented in Chapter

Three. This includes the dist¡ibution of matrices across the processors, and details

of the host program.

Chapter Four gives the details of the serial QR algorithm. Parts of this chapter

are applicable to the parallel algorithm, presented in Chapter Five. Comparisons are

made of the speeds for the serial and parallel aigorithms and are presented here.

The triangular solution algorithm in Chapter Six describes the serial and par-

allel versions of this algorithm. Results are compared in tabular form.

The literature review is contained in Appendix A. It covers information con-

cerning parallel processing in general, distributed memory machines in particular,

and matrix algorithms which have been described for MIMD architectures.

Appendix B lists the OCCAM code for the algorithms presented in this thesis.



CHAPT'ER, 2

OCCÁ,M and the Tbansputer

This chapter describes the OCCAM programming language and the transputer

microcomputer system, which were utiiized to develop the parallel programs presented

in this thesis. Transputers were used because they are easily configured into standard

netwo¡ks (rings, meshes, etc.), and allow the construction of a relatively inexpen-

sive yet powerful parallel system. The system can be small enough to be portable,

which could be an advantage to persons gathering crucial data which requires on-site

processing (far-removed from the mainframe computer system). Parallel versions of

many standard sequential languages ("g. C, FORTRAN, PASCAL) are available for

the Transputer, but OCCAI\{ provides a framework for designing concurrent systems

that is difficult to achieve with a converted serial language. Transputers are designed

to implement OCCAM efficiently, and therefore should perform better with the use

of OCCAM.

The method of placing a parallel program onto a network of transputers (con-

figuration) is provided in the third section. An exampie is included to clarify the

description.



2"N TCCA]VT

The following is a description of the basics of OCCAM programming. A detailed

discussion of the OCCAM language can be found in Pountain and May (1g82).

The theory of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) (Hoare i978, 1985)

was chosen as the basis for the OCCAM ianguage. A process is defined as a sequence

of one or more instructions. Process synchronization is implemented by unbuffered

point-to-point communication.

An OCCAM program ma5' be considered as a process r'ç'hich starts, performs

some actions and then terminates. OCCAh,Í programs are built from combinations

of three primitive processes: assignment, input and output. An assignment process

changes the value of a variable, as in most conventional languages. For exampì.e,

temp::5

places the value five into the variable temp.

Processes executing in parallel are not allowed to share variables, even thouglr

they may reside on the same processor. All communication between parallel processes

must be via communication links called channels, that join these processes.

Input and output are the communication primitives and are used in pairs con-

necting two parallel processes. An input process inputs a va.lue from a channel into

a va¡iable. For example,

chanl ? temp

receives a value from the channei chanl and places it into variable temp.



Each input statement must have a corresponding output statement in a differ-

ent, paraliel process. For example,

chanl !

outputs the value 7 to the channel cha¡1. There may be a variable or expression in

place of the value 7.

There are two special processes in OCCAM called SKIP and STOP, which perform

no useful work.

SKIP begins, does nothing, then ends. It ma5' be used during program design

in order to have in place an unfinished process skeleton li'irich r¡'ill be implemented

later. Often SKIP is used to do nothing in cases when OCCAM syntax requires a

process to be present.

ST0P begins but never proceeds and never finishes. It may be used to represent a

'broken'process. The advantage of this is that otirer processes are allowed to continue

and this process u'ill not send them erroneous data. The failure of a process may then

be detected and the program brought to a graceful end. A process to handle errors

could be replaced with ST0P during early testing stages of a program.

2.L.7 Const,ructions

Several primitive processes may be combined into a larger process by specifying

that they should be performed one after the other or all at the same time. This larger

process is called a construction and it begins with one of the OCCAM keywords SEQ

o¡ PAR which states how the component processes are to be combined, as described

in more detail belou'.



SEQ

The simplest construction to understand is the SEQ (pronounced ')seek)) -
from SEQuential) which says to perform the following processes one after another,

or sequentiaily. This is similar to programming in anl¡ conventional serial language.

The process is finished u'hen the last component finishes. For example,

SEQ

chanl ? temp
x:=temP*3
chal2 | x

The processes under a SEQ must be indented exactly two characters, so that

OCCAM knows that they are part of the SEQ. This removes the begin-end structures

common to other languages. In OCCAM there is no default construction, so SEQ

must always be specified for a sequential process to make the order of execution clear.

PAR"

The PAR construction (PARallel) generates processes that execute in parallel.

All processes begin execution at the same time. For example,

PAR

SEQ

chanl ? temp

x:=temP*3
SEQ

chan2 ? next
y:=next*6

10



The syntax here again requires an indentation of two characters and in the example

the PAR contains two sequential processes, each of which contains two primitive

processes. The first process inputs a value from cha¡1 to the variable temp, multiplies

the ¡esult by three and assigns it to variable x. The second process inputs from chan2

to variable next, adds six to the result and assigns it to y.

These two sequences will begin execution simultaneously, and when they both

terminate, the PAR will finish. The PAR waits for the slowest process before it may

terminate.

Ail of the channels and variabies must

Channels are declared u'ith a protocol which

to pass through the channel. For example.

CHAN OF INT

be declared before they may be used.

describes what type of data is allowed

chall:

says that cha¡1 carries single integers, while

[15] cHAN oF BooL chan2:

carries an arra)¡ of 15 boolean values. The most convenient type of channel for matrix

programs is

CHAN 0F ANY channame:

which lets tire channel carry any type and number of values. Numerical analysis

programs often require many different types of data to travel to other processors,

such as the column of a matrix, or a rotation value, and for this reason the CHAN

OF ANY type is necessary. The advantage of using channels with protocols (where

a protocol is defined as a format for the channel, or what the channel is allowed to

carry) is that the compiler can detect when a variable being sent through a channel is

of the wrong type indicating a logicai error in the program. Protocois may be simple,

11



as in the above INT o¡ BOOL protocols, or they can inciude a number of values, each

of different type.

2.1.2 R-epetitive processes

The usual conditional loop is represented in OCCAM with the WHILE con-

struction.

CHAN 0F ïNT input,output:
INT x:

SEQ

x t= 0

WHILE x )= 0

SEQ

input ? x
output ! x

reads values on channel input and sends them to output untii the first negative value

is received. This value is output and the process terminates.

The counted loop is created through replication, described in the following

section.

T2



2.1.3 Replication

Replication may be used

word replication refers to the

example,

with the sequential as well as parallel constructs. The

repitition of eithe¡ the PAR or SEQ constructs. For

INT x:
SEQi=0FOR4

SEQ

input ? x
outputlx+i

performs the SEQ process four times in succession, which would be equivalent to

ïNT x:
SEQ

input ? x
output ! x
input ? x
output I x+1

input ? x
output I x+2

input ? x
output ! x+3

Like the FOR loop in other ianguages, the process inside may contain arrays

that use the index i, or use i as a label in some other lr'ay.

13



Both the base and the count values (0 and 4 in the above example) may be

variables or constants, and the count variable need not be declared.

Using the paraliel replicator allows the definition of arrays of parallel processes.

For exampì.e,

PAR i=0 FOR 16
P.ê'R j=9 FgR 3

process A

sets up a two-dimensional array (i:0,1,...,I5;j:0,1,2) of 48 processes A which

all execute in parallei. The base value may be a va¡iable, but the count must be

a constant due to tlie restriction that OCCAM must allocate space for the parallel

processes.

2.1.4 Conditional Processes

The OCCAM IF construction is similar to the CASE statement in Pascal, as

the IF will check any number of tests and execute the process following the fi¡st one

to be found true. For example,

x=1
cha¡1 ! y

x.=2
chan2 ! y

TRI.TE

SKTP

IF

14



If x=1, then y is sent on chanl, otheru'ise if x=2, then y is senl on chan2, elseit

SKIPs (does nothing). This is an example of where the SKIP process is used to ensure

that nothing is done if x has any other value. If the TRUE-SKIP clause is excluded

from the above example, and x has neither the value 1 or 2, the process will STOP.

To specify a choice based on the state of certain channels, the ALT constructor

is used. The first input channel to have a message on it is serviced. For example,

WHÏLE TRUE

ALT

Louder ? x
increase volume

softer ? x
decrease volume

The ALT in this case is set up as an infinitely repeating loop. The channels

could represent the volume buttons on a remote control, so the action depends on

which channel has a message on it frrst. Having the program stop after one volume

change would not be very useful, so it continually checks these channels.

2.L.5 Restrictions of OCCAM

There are no data structures in OCCAM. All structured information must be

contained in arrays, as in Fortran. Arrays are declared as

[20] TNT

which declares x to be an array of twenty integers (indexing begins at zero).

L5



Real numbers must be declared as REAL32 or REAL64. This is not a problem

in itself, but OCCAI\{ does not automatically convert between t1.'pes, and therefo¡e

whenever a real numbe¡ is used, it must be specified. For example, multiplying the

REAL32 variable y by 2 requires the statement

y*2.0 (REAL32)

which may become annoying when it appears often.

2.1.6 Process Parallelism and Deadlock

The use of process paralielism creates a difficulty calied deadlock which occurs

when two or more processes are in a state such that each is waiting for an event or

communication from one of the otirer processors which never arrives. For example,

P.A,R

INT x:
SEQ

cha¡1
chan2

ïNT y:
SEQ

chan2

chanl

has two parallel processes attempting to send a value down different channels. Neither

is ready to receive, so the parallel process will not proceed. Deadlocks are not usualiy

this obvious.

lx
?x

lr¡

?y

16



A further problem with process parallelism is that debugging is made very

difficult. The insertion of code to find a problern (usually where deadlock has occured)

will change the timing of the system and the 'bug' may vanish.

^<Èh.á.L. t rrmrngs

The timer channel in OCCAM provides a ciock rvhich can be accessed by any

number of concurrent processes. Timers may be used to measure the length of time

taken for a routine, or to delay some process for a period.

The code used for measuring the time used by the routines presented in this

thesis is similar to this:

ïNT start,end,length:
VAL tickspersecond IS 2048:
TII{ER time:
SEQ

time ? start
Process
time ? end
length := (end-start)/tickspersecond

where the value for tickspersecond is dependent on the device.

77



2.2 Th'e Eransputer

The transputer is a single-chip microprocessor, designed as a building block for

parallel processing systems. It combines both a local memory and communications

Iinks for direct connection to other transputers on a single VLSI chip (see Figure 2.1).

The details belou' concerning the floating point unit pertain to the T800 transputer.

The processor contains a reduced instruction set computer (RISC) CPU, pro-

viding rapid execution for a small range of instructions. The transputer used for this

thesis was mainly the T800, which incorporates a floating point unit, whereas the

T474 transputer does not. The four iinks and the processor may operate concur-

rently with the CPU with little or no computational degradation.

Transputers may be programmed in high level languages (such as FORTRAN

or C). and are designed to ensure that compiled OCCAM programs will be efficient.

The most benefit from the transputer architecture is gained when the entire system is

programmed in OCCAM, providing the advantages of a high level language, the max-

imum program efficiency and the abilitS' to use the special features of tire transputer.

A program running in a transputer is formally equivalent to an OCCAM process) so

that a network of transputers can be described directly as an OCCAM program. The

entire system may be designed and programmed in OCCAM, from system configura-

tion (describing the interconnections between transputers) to low level I/O and real

time interrupts.

When using languages other than OCCAM, concurrency may be handled using

special iibraries of software o¡ extensions to the ianguage. A mixed language solution

is frequently used, combining the 'best of both worlds' approach. The algorithms are

expressed as a subroutine in a language such as FORTRAN, and these subroutines

18



Optional f loating - point coprocessor

Static

lnteger

Frocessor

Controllers

Memory lnterface

4ltüMOS
Links

External
Memory Bus

Figure 2.1-: Transputer Architecture. Floating-point coprocessor is available with
the T800 transputer.

are ca^lled from an OCCAM program or 'harness' which controls the concurrency and

communication.

The transputer architecture reflects OCCAM in that the ha¡dware building

blocks are OCCAM processes. The system is designed in terms of an interconnected

set of processes. Each process may be regarded as an independent unit which commu-

nicates with other processes along point-to-point communication channeis. This com-

munication is synchronized through OCCAM, so no explicit synchronization mecha-

nism is necessary.

19



Internally, each process may be designed as a set of parallel communicating

plocesses. Each process may be independently designed and compiled, making the

integration of processes easier to some extent.

The transputer is equipped with a memory controller so that it can drive exter-

nal dynamic RAM with no additional circuitry (Wexler and Prior (1989)). Systems

commonly provide from one to four Megabytes of external memory for each processor.

The softwa¡e detects no difference between on-chip and external memory except for

the speed of access. The external RAM is not intended to support memory sharing

between transputers, although for special purposes it is possible to build a shared

memory system (Tian et al).

2.2.1 Communication

Each message sent must be acknorvledged to provide synchronized communica-

tion, so a link requires at least one signal wire in each direction. The link between

two transputers is imlemented by connecting a link interface on one transputer to

a link interface on the other transputer with two one-directional signal lines, along

which data is transmitted serially. The two wires of the link provide two OCCAI\4

channels, one in each direction. Each signal line carries data and control information.

A message is transmitted as a sequence of single byte communications, requiring

a single byte buffer in the receiving transputer to ensure information is not lost. Each

byte is transmitted as a start bit foliowed by the eight data bits followed by a stop bit.

The sending transputer waits for an acknowledgement after every data byte. This

acknowledgement signifies that a process was able to receive the byte, and that the

receiving link is abie to receive another byte. The sending process is rescheduled only

after the acknowledgement of ihe final byte of the message has been received. An
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acknowledge packet can be transmitted as soon as reception of a data byte starts if

there is room to buffer another one. Therefore transmission may be continuous, with

no delays between data bytes.

Figure 2.2: Transputer Connections. Link numbers shown for an INMOS 8003

board connecting four transputers. The transputer number is given in the box. Links

2 and 3 are perrnanentl¡' connected.

The machine instructions for communication are input rnesso.ge and output mes-

sage. The address of the channel is used to determine whether this communication is

between parallel processes on the same ttansputer, or on diflerent transpute¡s.

Internal channels are represented by a single word in the memory which provides

the handshake protocol between communicating processes. The channel holds the

identity of a process o¡ the value 'empty'. Al1 channels are initialized to empty, and

when a reading or writing process becomes ready, the identity of that process is stored

in the channel location. When the second process is ready, it finds the identity of the

first process and the message is copied.
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External channels perform similarly, except that the link interface performs

the job of copying the message. Each link operates independently, so the four bi-

directional communications and processing may proceed concurrentiy with computa-

tion on the same transputer chip. There are three registers for each link controller,

which enables the link to find the message for input or output.

All transputers support a standard communications frequency of 10 Megabits

per second, regardless of processor performance. Although the transfer is autonomous,

unless the messages passed over the links are reasonably large a true overlap will not

be possible because of the small but finite amount of processor time required for

descheduling and ini tialization.

2.2.2 The Central Processing Unit

The transputer has a fairly conventional micro-coded CPU (Central Processing

Unit). A small co¡e of about 32 instructions is used to implement simple sequentiai

programs. In addition, there are more specialized groups of instructions which provide

facilities such as long arithmetic and process scheduling.

There are six registers on the transputer for describing a process. The5' include a

three-element operand stack, a workspace pointer which points to an area of memory

holding the process's local variables, an instruction pointer which points to the next

instruction to be executed bJ, the process, and an operand register used for forming

literal values or operands.

Operations reference the top locations of the stack implicitly. The instructions

appear in a fixed and compact format, embodying the principles of RISC design, but

allow for the extension of the instruction set within the same instruction format.
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The micro-coded scheduler shares processor time between the concurrent pro-

cesses. There are two prioritl' levels, so a high priority process which can run will

do so in preference to any iow priority process. Processes are held on two process

queues: the active queue which holds the process being executed as well as other

active processes waiting to be executed, and the inactive queue which holds those

processes waiting for an input, output or timer interrupt. No processor cycles are

consumed polling inactive processes.

When the current process can no ionger proceed, its program counter and

workspace pointer are saved in its workspace and the next process is taken from

the active list. The evaluation stack does not need to be saved. These features lead

to the process su'ap times being on the order of microseconds (depending on the

instructions being executed) which is minimal (trVexler and Prior 1989).

2.S Configuration

To make effective use of transputer networks, an application program must be

expressed as a number of parallel processes. Improved performance requirements can

then be achieved by adapting the applica,tion to execute these processes on a number

of transputers. This is achieved in the configuration step, where the link topology

(how the processors are conrÌected) is described and the individual transputers are

assigned part of the code.

The configuration does not affect the logical behaviour of the program. The

program may be deveioped on a single transputer and when it is free from errors, it

may be distributed on a network of processors. A process runs on a single transputer

exactly as it would on a network of transputers. This is because a transputer, execut-

ing an OCCAM program, is a hardware process. The channel destinations have only



been changed so that the¡' ¡sr;¿. on a different transputer's add¡ess space. The logical

program can detect no difference between these trvo cases. A network is capabie of

running considerably larger problems, however.

When designing algorithms one must keep in mind that there are only four links

per transputer, and (in the case of our system) some of these links are hard-wired

(permanent connections). Consequently, a processor marr communicate directly with

at most four other processors. There are link switches available from INMOS (the

C004) which provide the capabiiitl' to program the topology of your network. The

hard-wiring ot two links per transputer olr the 8003 board left tu'o links which must

be wired manuallS' (by hand) to provide a chosen network topology.

Tire processes intended for a processor are placed into a procedure (a collection

of independent computational processes), which ma5' be allocated to anv number of

processors in the netu'ork, depending on the application. The code is allocated to a

processor using two OCCAM language extensions:

PLACED PAR

PR0CESS0R number transputer-type

The PLACED PAR is used similarly to a PAR construcl, declaring all processes

indented by two characters beneath it to be run in parallel. These parallel processes,

though, are run on separate processors, each of which is declared with a PR0CESSOR

statement.

the number given after the PRCICESS0R statement gives a logical identifier to

a processor and may have any integer value. These numbers identif¡' the processor

in messages from the Transpute¡ Deveiopment System (TDS) software. The root

processor (processor through which the code is loaded) must be the first processor

declared in the configuration.
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The transputer-type identifies which type of transputer (eg. T800, T414) is

placed at this node in the network.

Figure 2.3: Link and Channel Numbers. Shows the 4 link numbers (in iarge typ")
with their associated input and output channel numbers for the INMOS transputer.

The next step in configuration is to describe the association between OCCAX{

channels and the processor communication links (referred lo as links or as hard chan-

nels). Each link has two connecting wires, giving channels for input and output. The

output channels for the transputer are numbered from zero to three, while the input

channels are numbered from four to seven. For example, iink 0 contains output chan-

nel 0 and input channel 4 (see figure 2.3). The PLACE statement is used to place

the named channels at hardware channels, as in

PL¡.CE FrornNet AT 6:

which identifies FrornNet as the input channel (6) on link 2 (see figure 2.3). Fromlriet

must be placed on an output channel of another processor (where a physical connec-

tion exists) to completely define the connection. The channels on each transputer in

the netwo¡k must be placed in this manner.
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The host transputer which is used for software development may also play a

special part in the configuration. Often a separate process will run on the host

computer concurrently with the program on the network, providing IIO to the screen

and file system of the host computer. It should be noted that it is not necessary to

have this host program running.

2.3.1 A Configuration Example

The following description refers to the

with eight nodes, as used in this thesis.

statement order given in figure 2.5.

configuration code for a bi-directional ring

The order of presentation is identica,l to the

The first set of statements gives the connection between the link numbers and

the channel numbers on a. transputer. For example, link 0 has output channel 0 and

input channel 4 (see figure 2.3). The VAL identifiers a¡e used to declare constants,

values which are not allowed to be modified within the program.

The internal mapping arrays are created in the next set of statements, u'hich give

the sequence of link numbers which connect one transpute¡ to another (speciflcally

for the 8003 board). There are four elements in each array, corresponding to the

four transputers on a 8003 board. Input in the clockwise direction (clockwise.in) is

through link1 for the first transputer, and linkS for the other three transputers. Input

in the counter-clockwise direction is defined similarl¡'. Figure 2.4 shows two 8003

boards and their connections. These definitions are the same for each of the boards.

Tu'o arrays of channels are created, one for each direction (clockwise and anti-

clockwise). Each one of the array elements will be piaced twice, once for input and

once for output (on different processors).
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Figure 2.4: Eight-node Bi-Directional Ring. Trvo 8003 boards are connected into
an 8-node ring. The link and transputer numbers are given.

The procedure that is to be executed on each transputer is declared, with the

channels for communication and its place in the network given as parameters. More

information may be contained in this parameter list, such as the number of processors

in the system, or any other data that may be dist¡ibuted at compile time.

The PLACED PAR statement enables each process declared within it to be exe-

cuted by a separate processor. In the example (figure 2.4), there are eight transputers,

and each one must be given the appropriate code (and channels). The five constants

(with respect to the current PLACED PAR) declared to provide the chosen connec-

tion between the channei elements and the hardware links. The first four values vary

from zero through seven for the channel elements, whiie map gives the position of

the current processor witliin the 8003 board (providing the link address or number).
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-- define the link a¡rd chan¡el numbers
VAL LOin IS 4:
VAL LOout IS 0

VAL Llin IS 5:
VAL Llout IS 1

VAL L2in IS 6:
VAL L2out IS 2

VAL L3in IS 7:
VAL L3out IS 3

-- create internal- napping arrays
VAL clockwise.in IS [ftin, L3in, L3in, L3in1:
VÂL anti.clockvise.in IS [tZin, L2in, L2in, LOin]:
VAL ctock¡rise.out IS [L2out, L2out, L2out, LOout]:
VAL a¡rti.clockvise.out IS [Llout, L3out, L3out, L3out]:
-- declare size of array a¡rd cha¡u:els
VAL NP IS B:

[NP]CHAN 0F ANY clocksise,anti. clockwise:
-- declare separately compiled process to be extracted
SC Col-Proc (Fronleft , Toright , Fromright , Toleft , P)

PLACEDPARi=0FORNP
PROCESSOR i T8

VÂL clock. in IS (:. + (NP-l) ) \ n¡P:

VAL clock.out TS í:
VAL a¡ti.cIock.in IS i:
VAL anti.clock.out IS (i + (NP-l)) \ Up:
VAL nap IS i 

_\ 
4: --Gives the position of the

--node within the 8003
-- place cha¡¡eIs
PLACE clocksise[c]-ock.inl AT clockwise.in[mapJ:
PLACE clockwiselclock.out] AT clockwise.out[mapi:
PLACE a¡ti.clockvise[a¡rti.clock.in] AT anti.clockwise.inlmapJ :

PLACE a¡rti . clockwise [anti . clock. out] AT anti. clockruise. out [mapJ :

ColProc(clockr¡ise lclock. in], clockwise [clock. out],
anti. clockwise [anti. clock.in] ,

a¡ti . clockwise lanti . clock. out],P)

Figure 2.5: Configuration code for bi-directional ring. The code is given for two
8003 boards with eight T800's.
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Each channel element is accessed twice in this process) occuring once on an input

stalement, and once on an output statement.

The array elements (channels) are then "PLACED" at the appropriate addresses,

and the procedure is called, giving the channels that the processor will use as param-

eters.
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CF{.&PT'ÐR, S

Matrix .&lgorithms and Farallel Frocessing

Matrix algorithms rnay be developed on parallel machines in many different

manners. Major issues in this development are the two related decision of

1) where the data is stored, and

2) the interconnection topolog¡' for processor communication.

The storage of data is crucial, since it affects the amount of communication

required b5' the algorithm. The efficienc)¡ of the communication is then affected by

the topologT of the network, depending on the need for global broadcasts or only

nearest neighbour interchanges.

The fi.rst section discusses methods by which a matrix may be distributed

across the processors in a system, while section two describes diferent interconnec-

tion topologies, including the ring configuration used fo¡ the algorithms in this thesis.

Some terminolog5' and techniques for comparing parallel algorithms are presented in

the final section.
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S.1. Ðata Ï)ístribution

The data in this thesis is in the form of a matrix, so the problem becomes how

to divide the matrix in a convenient and regular manner. 'We have a limited number

of processors available, so each processor ma¡' have to contain a considerable amount

of data if the matrix is large.

Processor # 3 .... ruP I 2g6gå
å6åg
å988
g ..... å B A

g -.-.. g B I ""'åËsgg8Aø
å888

Figure 3.I-: \A¡rap-Mapping Individual Columns.

Some possibie divisions are:

") by column, where there are two variations

1. A wrap-mapping whe¡e the processor receives one column (working from

left to right in the mat¡ix), and when the last processoÌ is reached, storage

begins at processor one again, until all columns have been assigned (see

12rlåågg
åg
ågg8
gg
øggg
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Figure 3.2: Wrap-Mapping Blocks of Columns

figure 3.1). Using MOD arithmetic, column j resides in processor (j MOD

NP), if the processo¡s are numbered from zero.

2. Contiguous blocks of columns could be assigned to a processor, possibly

combining with a wrap-mapping as described above (see figure 3.2)

b) by row

Similar to the above description, replacing the wo¡d column by row.

c) by diagonal

This wouid be beneficial for certain types of matrices such as Toeplitz

or band matrices which have a diagonal structure, but not for general

matrices.
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Figure 3.3: Submatrix Division. Numbered blocks define the region of the matrix
given to a processor.

d) bV submatrices

Any number of varieties exist for this. The one in figure 3.3 was presented

at the Hypercube Concurrent Compute¡s and Applications conference in

March, 1989, by Hudson et al from the University of Texas at Austin.

In figure 3.3 the blocks may be wrapped onto the processors so that the load

balance is even. It was claimed that using this submatrix storage scheme produced

faste¡ results for the QR algorithm, but it does not lend itseif to most linear algebra

problems, which are often column-based (consider Gaussian elimination or numerous

factorization techniques). If only the QR algorithm is being used, and no other

analysis of the matrix is involved, this might be the best distribution, but for problems

arising from applications, a division by columns is usuaily better.

Column-wrapping was used for the algorithms presented in this thesis. This

scheme assigns approximately the same amount of data to each processor (a form of

load balancing), so the¡e isn't too much avoidable idle time. Many algorithms for
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linear algebra are based on

enables a more general set

distribution.

columns or ro\l¡s) so a

of routines to co-exist,

division by either columns or rows

each using the same type of da"ta

3.1.1 Farticulars for data distribution routines

The algorithms presented in this thesis both make use of a 'host' program

which runs on aT474 transputer in the host machine (an IBM XT in our case). This

program allows access to the screen, keyboard and file system of the host.

The host routine in both the QR and triangular solution algorithms reads in

the matrix from a file. The matrix is read in by columns and is sent to the network

one column at a time.

The columns are stored as ror.{'s within the processor for communication pur-

poses. In OCCAM you may reference an entire rol\, as A[k], but you cannot easily

reference a column.

The first processor receives all the columns and passes on all that do not belong

there. Each processor in succession receives and passes fewer columns, until the last

processor which onl¡' receives its own columns.
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Figure 3.4: 8-Node Hypercube.

S"2 Interconnection Topologies

The processors in a distributed memory parallel system must be able to commu-

nicate with each other. Very few algorithms may be split into compietely independent

parts which never need to share information. This inter-dependence of the processes)

then, requires a communication network between the separate processors.

Tlre most widely used network (from a commercial standpoint) is lhe hypercube

or cube-connected network. An n-dimensional hypercube has 2" nodes, which are

labelled from zero Lo 2n - 1. Two nodes are connected if thei¡ labels (in binary) differ

in exactly one bit position. For example, in a four-dimensional hypercube, node 5

(0101) is directly connected to nodes 1 (0001), 4 (0100), 7 (0111) and 13 (1101) (see

fi.gure 3.4, which features an 8-node hypercube). This four-dimensional hypercube

with 16 nodes is the maximum size hypercube that can be created using fou¡-link

transputers. The system used for this thesis contained 8 transputers, so at most a

three-dimensional hypercube could be created. The hypercube interconnection was
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not chosen for the above reasons) as well as the fact that the number of processors has

to be doubled if it is desired to expand the network. Hypercube networks are verS'

flexible when experimenting with algorithms, since they are richly connected, but

there is a problem wiih high-dimensional netu'orks in that there may be too many

connections at a node (due to physical/mechanical conside¡ations). Therefore, an

arbitrarily large hypercube network is not entirely feasible.

Figure 3.5: Mesh Network. A two-dimensional mesh network showing wrap-around
connections.

A mesh network has the nodes arranged in a k-dimensional lattice. A two-

dimensional mesh would have a processor connected to its four closest neighbours (see

frgure 3.5). Processors on the edges of the mesh may \4rrap around to the opposite

edge (a toroidal topology). The restriction of four links on a transputer means that

a two-dimensional mesh is the limit. Mesh netwo¡ks are particularly applicable to



image processing algorithms, where information needs

edges of the region r¡'hich a processor is concerned with.

would be nearest neighbour.

&

Figure 3.6: Shuffie-Exchange Netu'ork.

Iines correspond to shuffie connections,

connections.

to be shared only along the

Thus, all the communication

An eight node netwo¡k is pictured. Solid

while dashed lines correspond to exchange

The shuffie erchange network has 2n nodes labelled in the same manner as the

hypercube. There are two kinds of connections, called shuffie and exchange. Exchange

connections link pairs of nodes whose labels differ in the least significant bit, so node

4 (100) is connected to node 5 (101), et cetera. Shuffie connections link node i with

node 2i modulo 2n -7, with the exception that node 2n -I is connected to itself. Fo¡

example, in an eight-node network, node 3 shuffies to node 6 (2 * 3 mod 7), while

node 6 will shuffie to node 5 (2* 6 mod 7) (see figure 3.6). This network features

fast global communications (Q(logz)). When used to add a set of numbers together,
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Figure 3.7: Bi-directional Ring. Processors are numbered from one to NP, arrows

show connections between processors and direction of information flow.

ever]'processor will end up with the answer. Allen (1988) used the shuffie-exchange

netwo¡k for a scalar product/distributed sum algorithm.

The interconnection topology chosen for the routines presented herein is a bi-

directionaì ring, depicted in figure 3.7. This ring network was chosen for a number of

reasons) the fi¡st being simplicity. The addition of many channels greatiy increases the

complexitl' of the communication pattern, and requires more software control. This

will then increase the overhead of the algorithm. Working with a limited number of

processors, this additional overhead may negate the gain in speed which was realized

with the faster global communication.

The configuration code for the bi-directional ring is given in Chapter 2.
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&"8 Technïques for Comparison

In order to better describe parallel programs) it is necessary to provide some

standard terms and quantities.

Speed-up (S) is defined as the ratio of the time for the fastest serial routine ú,

(with one processor) and the time for a parallel routine úo (with p processors), i.e.

S:?rt.Lp-

Linear speed-up, that is, a speed-up o{p (witir p processors), remains the goal of man¡'

researchers, althougli it is not usually realizable due to the overheads involved in par-

allelization. These overheads include tl're extra communication that was unncecessary

on a one-processor system, and code designed to help synchronize the processors.

Efficiency (E) gives a feel for how well a routine is balanced across the proces-

sors. If the processors are not being used effectively, that is, the processors spend

much of their time being idle, this fact should be noticed in the efficiency, which is

defined as

E: J:- a1.
Ptp -
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CF{APTER, 4

T'he QR- ,elgorithm

This chapter begins with some general information on eigenvalues, and presents

many of the features of the QR algorithm.

4.1- Eigenvalues

Consider a square mat¡ix A of size n. The eigenvalues ()) of a matrix y'. are the n

roots of its cha¡acte¡istic polynomial

q(À) :det(A-À1),

where 1 is the identity matrix. This thesis examines an algorithm to find the rea"l

eigenvalues of a nonsymmetric matrix.

The eigenvalues of a matrix have different meanings and purposes, depending

on the field in which they're applied. They may be treated simply as a property of a

matrix.
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such

then

4.2 QR" lteration

Two square matrices A and B a¡e similar if there is a nonsingular matrix P

that B : P-t AP. If À is an eigenvalue of ,4 corresponding to an eigenvector æ

Aæ: Àæ.

Using the matrix P above, this becomes

p-t Aæ : Àp-tæ

p_1 A(p p_r 
)æ : Àp_t æ

(P -1 AP)(P-| æ) : )(P-r æ)

BY: ÀE

so that similar matrices have the same eigenvalues. The process of taking the matrix

,4 to the matrix B : P-t AP is called a similarity transformation. This suggests

the possibility of computing the eigenvalues of a matrix ,4 by applying a sequence

of similarity transformations u'hich reduce it to some simple form (trianguiar) from

which the eigenvalues may be known immediately.

The difficulty with a general similarity transformation is that an inverse matrix

must be produced, which requires a considerable amount of work and which may

be ill-conditioned. To eliminate this problem, orthogonal transformations (based on

orthogonal matrices) may be used. If U is an orthogonal matrix, then

IJT : (J-t 
,

so the inversion is not particularly expensive.
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The QR algorithm produces a series of iterates At,Az,...,Aj, which are suc-

cessive similarity transformations of the matrix ,4. The algorithm may be expressed

as

Ak+t : QT AnQ,

where lSk< j.

The transfo¡mations are generated by the factori zalion:

A¡:QR

where Q Ris the QR îactoúzation of the matrix á¡. such tirat Ã is an upper triangular

matrix. The matrix Q is formed b5' ¡o1u1¡on matrices, as described in a late¡ section.

The next iterate is then given b1'

An+t: RQ.

The matri ces Q and Ã

of A. Consider the step from

are not explicitly formed when

A¡ to An+t.

Ak:QR

QrA¡:qrQR: R

QT A*Q : RQ

_^- âÈ+1

finding the eigenvalues

The iteration produces a set of matrices which converge to upper triangular form

when the matrix contains only real eigenvalues (Stewart (1973), Golub and Van Loan

(1985)). Real eigenvalues may be ensured by considering only symmetric matrices.

It is possible to have matrices which will stop converging, and become 'stuck' in a
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sequence of iterations. This rarely happens in practice (Stewart (1973)). The use of

an unusual shift to the operations may help the algorithm continue.

The consideration of nonsymmetric matrices creates the possibitity of complex

eigenvalues. In this case, the iterates converge to block triangular form, where the

blocks are eithe¡ 1 x 1 real eigenvalues or 2 x 2 blocks, the eigenvalues of which are

complex and represent eigenvalues of the originai matrix.

The QR iteration is the most widely used algorithm for finding eigenvalues,

because it is both stable and fast.

4.S Ï{essenberg Form

The QR algorithm is extremely expensive when applied to a full matrix, requir-

ing approximateiy 2n,3 multiplications for each iteration. This cost is diminished by

reducing the matrix to a simpler form, usually upper Hessenberg form.

A Hessenberg matrix is an upper triangular matrix with one additional non-zero

subdiagonal. The Hessenberg form of a matrix is preserved in the QR iteration.

The transformation to Hessenberg form may be accomplished with the use

of similarity transformations, which preseÌve the eigenvalues of the original mat¡ix.

When applied to a symmetric matrix, this transformation produces a symmetric

tridiagonal matrix.

A direct method may be used to effect the transfo¡mation to Elessenberg form.

Since it is necessary to eliminate the (i *2)na through z¿å elements, for each column

i, Householder t¡ansformations may be used as described in a following section.
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Once the Hessenberg form of a matrix has been found, the QR step of the

iteration requires that one element in each column be eliminated, the subdiagonai

element. This may be accomplished using Givens Transformations or Rotations.

One Givens Rotation, when pre-multiplying the matrix, eliminates one subdiagonal

element, so this sequence of multiplications produces the upper triangular matrix R.

In equation form, this process is

QrAn:QrQR: R.
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4,4 T'he Ðxplicit Shíft

Once the matrix has been reduced to a simpler form The aigorithm may converge

more quickly with the incorporation of shifts (s¡), giving an iteration

A¡- s¡I : QR,

Ak+t=RQ+sI'

vi'here s¡ is a numbe¡'close'to an eigenvalue of the matrix A¡.

The eigenvalues of the matrix are preserved through this operation. Consider

the follo'wing sequence of equations:

A¡-s¡I:QR

Qr(Ar- s¡I): P

Qr (4 - "*I)Q 
: RQ

QrAtQ-t*QrIQ:RQ

QrAtQ: RQ *s¡/

-11- âÀ+1

so A¡*i is similar to A¡.

The result of this shift is to make the sub-diagonal element in the last or second

to last row of ,,4.¡ approach zero very quickly. Nonsymmetric mat¡ices may require

complex shifts in order to take full advantage of the shift operation. This complex

shift may be accomplished in real arithmetic (Stewart (1973)).

Wheneve¡ the subdiagonal element in the last row is 'zero' (see the section on

convergence), the diagonal element approximates a real eigenvalue and the problem
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Figure 4.1: Deflation of Matrix. The last column
iterations.

ro\ry may be ignored in following

may be deflated. Deflation is simply the process whereby the column and rows where

an eigenvalue has been found are 'ignored' for the remaining iterations (see figure

4.1). This means that no updates are performed on that column and rou:, so that the

matrix is considered to be of size n-1 (if the eigenvalue corresponding to column n \Ã¡as

found). Thus, the matrix becomes smaller throughout the iteration as the eigenvalues

are found.

This slLift may simply be assigned the value ol an,n, but a bette¡ value may be

calculated from the lowest 2-by-2 diagonal block of the matrix (Stewart (1973)).

Consider the matrix A oL size n. The shift is calculated from the matrix

and

r
I 
an-7,n-1

I an,n-t

The eigenvalues of this 2-by-2 matrix are

an-t,nf 
.

anrn l

ca.lculated from the formula

* an,n * 4ar-1,no,n,n-1

The value of .l ciosest to øn,n is chosen as the shift, s.
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Figure 4.2: Householder Transformation. *'s represent arbitrary numbers.

4.5 F{ouseholder and Givens Transformatíons

Householder transformation matrices may be used to pre-multiply a general vec-

to¡ and reduce it to a vector with an entry in the rz¿à position, and zeroes thereafter,

as in figure 4.2.

The Householder matrix has the form

p:I-ZauTfuTu,

so it is given once the vector r., is found.

An algorithm for finding the Householder transformation may be found in Golub

and Van Loan (1983).

Givens rotations are used to create zero elements in a matrix in a selective

fashion. The Givens matrix is orthogonal and differs from an identiiy matrix in only

four positions, (2, i),(i,k),(k,i),(k,k), as shown below.
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1,

J(i,k,0) =

ik
1: :

c ... s

-c 
F

::1

r¡'here c: cos0 and s: sind for some d. Note, however, that 0 is neve¡ calculated

explicitly.

Given æ¡ and ø¿ from a column of the matrix, the following algorithm finds

c and s such thaí æ¡ r¡'ill become zero after the pre-multiplication by the rotation

matrix. The value of æ¿ will also change.

Ifn¡:Q

then

c::1ands::0

else

if lø¡l > læ¿l

then

t :: æ¿f æ¡,s :: i/(1 1¿z)tlz,c:: st

else

t :: æ¿f æ¡, c :: 7l(7 ¡ ¿z)t lz , s :: ct

This algorithm is from Golub and Van Loan (1983).
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4.6 h,[ultip]icatíoras

The factorization process necessary in each iteration is complicated. A Givens

transformation is calculated to eliminate the subdiagonal element of each column

of the matrix. The pre- and post-muitiplications may be greatly simplifred because

many elements in both matrices are zero.

The pre-multipiication stage takes place after the calculation of each transfor-

mation, and before the next transformation is found. The result of this multiplication

is to eliminate the subdiagonal from the current column (producing the .R matrix).

This involves two rows of the matrix, and all the columns to the right of the current

column. Consider the foilowing example:

If the factorization is cur¡ently at column /c, the (/c+ 1)'¿ element of column k

is to be eliminated by the rotation. This idea may be expressed in matrix form as

The pre-muitiplication then

culated from

afects columns k through n, whose values are cal-

c¡,

-.s ¿

The post-muliiplicatio" (-R8 step) affects elements 1 through k + 1 in only two

columns, fr and k+7. In matrix form, the multiplication is then

Irr, l- l-l
ho*r,kl - Lol

| ,o "¡lL-'o cÀl

"Èl I hr¡ I
c,' J L 

å¡+r,j.J
I hot I.:
Lå¡*t,,I 

'
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lh¿¡, hi,k+t] ,: [ å;¡, nn,o*, t j Íf ;ï ]

4"7 ConvergeTìce

It remains to determine when a subdiagonal element is sufficiently ciose to zero

that it may be t¡eated as a zero (be ignored). Many criteria have been devised as a

solution to this problem, and each solution presents dificulties of its own.

In this thesis, the subdiagonal eiements have been compared to their diagonal

neighbours, so it is a relative test of the size of the entrr'.

For some number e u'hich is positive but much less than one, the subdiagonal

element may be considered as zero if

løÀ+r,Àl < .(lo¡,¡l * lø¡+r,r+r l).

Generally, e is taken to be on the order of 10-', where ú is the number of

significant digits carried in the calculations. This test is from Stewart (1973).
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CHAPTER, 5

T'he Farallel QR Algoríthm

The QR algorithm may be developed in parallel by performing the updates from

each step of the iteration concuttently. Consider the general shifted iteration step

A¡- s¡I : QR

Ak+t: RQ + s¡I.

The matrix Q is formed by the multiplication of the individuaily calculated

rotation matrices (Givens Rotations), designed to annihilate the subdiagonal elements

of A¡. The development of the triangular matrix may then be seen from

R: er At

: QnQn-tQ n-z . . . QzQ tAn.

These rotations Q¿ must be calculated before the post- multiplication step can be

performed.

The matrix is distributed over the processors by column, as described in Chapter

Three. The rotation matrix Ç;, which eliminates the i * 18¿ element of the i¿ä column,

has its rotation values calculated on processor which contains column i. These rotation
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values must be communicated to all processors which cont,ain columns to the right of

column i. The matrix is then updated from the right and left hand sides.

The left multiplications involve two rows of each column. Once the rotation

values are known, the left updates for each column may be performed in parallel.

This step provides part of the parallelism in the algorithm.

Since the rotations are being calculated in different processors, and the updates

are performed concurrently, an examination of the post-multiplication is warranted

to determine when they may be calculated.

From the previous chapter, we have the right multiplications, written for a

matrix in Hessenberg form, as

lh¿¡ hi,k+r),: llr¿n å¿,¡+, ]
f"o -"¡l
L"* cÀ l

On examination, it is obvious that

of the matrix, fr and k + 1. Therefore,

multiplication, when the rotation values

the pre-multiplication update performed

rotation k may be completed in parallel

this multiplication affects onl¡' 1*o columns

if rotation k affects these columns on post-

for column k + t have been calculated, and

on column fr + 1, the post-multiplication of

with the updates on other processors.

The processors work on multiple columns. This provides parallelism to the

algorithm for a longer period of time than if each processor contained only one col-

umn. The amount of work involved in performing the right updates increases as

the column number incteases, so the processors will have columns of the matrix with

approximately equal amounts of necessary work, until the final stages of the ite¡ation.

After each iteration, the matrix must be checked for convergence. This pro-

duces some latency in that certain processors must wait for others to finish. The
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wrap-mapping and small numbers of processors has assured that the last processor

is not far behind the others. Another point is that any processor may be the last

processor, but Processor One, the first processor, contains column one and so must

begin each iteration. Therefore it may be impossible to begin the next iteration until

all processors are finished execution.

Each processor checks its own columns fo¡ convergence. This involves the

columns in the next (clockwise) processor. Each processo¡ finds the highest num-

bered column which has not converged. These values are communicated to determine

if and u'here convergence has occurred. If convergence has occurred, each processor

checks to see if any of its columns are involved in the subsequent deflation. The

number of columns which each processor iterates over is then changed, if necessary.

The general structure of the parallel algorithm executed by each processor is as

follows:

1. Loop over the number of col.umns contained in this processor. For each column:

1. Receive r sets of rotation values. The value of r depends on the number

of processors in the network and the placement of the processor within

the ring (1 to NP).

2. Update columns from present to last.

3. Solve rotation values for this column.

2. Check for convergence.

A speed-up for this algorithm is attained by performing updating of the matrix

and the transfer of values in parallel. This can be an important factor, allowing

communication and computation to be performed concurrently (see Atkin (1987)).
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It is possible that the algorithm would perform bette¡ with the matrix dis-

tributed in blocks of columns. This improvement would be derived from a more min-

imal communication volume - the right updates wouid not always involve a t¡ansfer

with the next processor.

This algorithm has a ljmit on the speed which it can achieve. Many overheads

associated with the parallelization must be created to maintain order over a network

of processors. These overheads include: communication, synchronization (waiting),

calculating the number of rotation values to receive, and checking rvhen to pass in-

formation (only when necessar¡').

5"1- Comparisons

To determine how the parallel algorithm performs, it is necessary to compare

it to a serial QR aJgorithm, preferably performed on the same type of processor, so

the timings are comparable for the two routines.

The serial algorithm was w¡itten in OCCAM, and executed on a T800 trans-

puter. Since these transputers were only available in the network, a host program

was provided to run on the T474, accessing the screen and filer systems.

The storage techniques (for the matrix) employed were consistent with the

parallel algorithm - full matrix, with the matrix stored in transpose. The same shift

algorithm and update routines obtained from the parallel algorithm were utilized in

the serial program. These techniques were applied in order to minimize any differences

in how the algorithm executed, except for the necessary paralleiization changes.

The mat¡ix was read from a file by the host program, and sent to the first

processor in the network using the identical algorithm as for the parallel program.
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Time measurements were performed on the host processor, in the same manner

as the parallel algorithm.

The matrices used for the timing resuits \ryere necessarily in Hessenberg form.

Matrices with known eigenvalues were employed to ensure the algorithms were pro-

ducing correct results. Dense matrices were transformed to Hessenberg form using a

serial algorithm.

Table 5.1: QR Timings. Times per Iteration are given for various matrix sizes and
a varied number of processors.

Size Serial 4-T800 8-T800
16 U.UUJl / u. uuz,5b U.UUZ45
24 0.00568 U.UU4b / U.UU4ZU
ùL 0.01253 U.UU822 U.UU77U
48 u.uzótlõ U. UIJgiJ 0.01302
64 u.uö577 u.03423 0.03186

The above table shows that the parallel algorithm performs faster than the

serial algorithm (they perform the same number of ite¡ations). This is evident when

the matrix is of size 16 for the four- and eight- processor systems. P¡eliminary tests

(not shown) gave a speedup of 1.15 for a four-processoÌ system with a matrix of size

t2.

The speedups for a matrix of size 16 are 1.24 and 1.30 with four and eight

processors respectively. This is small, but it is noticable. As the size of the matrix

increases, the speedup increases rapidly. For a 32 x32 matrix, the speedups are 1.52

and 1.63, and doubling the size of the matrix aga.in gives speedup values of 1.92 and

2.06.
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Table 5.2: QR Speedup and

for various matrix sizes and a
Efficiency. Speedup and Efficiency calculations given

varied number of processors.

The above table summa¡izes

four or eight processors, executing

Speedups and Effi.ciencies obtained when using

paralleì QR algorithm described in this thesis.

the

the

The efficiencies for the four processor network are superior to the efficiencies

fo¡ the eight processor network. This may be seen from the previous timings table,

in that the difierence in the execution time for the fou¡ and eight processor networks

is minimal.

As the size of the matrix system increases, however, it appears that the eight

processor system will improve to an efficiency level comparable to the four processor

system.
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CF{APTÐR, 6

The Solution of Tbiangular Systems

The problem of solving a system of linear equations Aæ: å is a central issue

in the field of matrix computations. When ,4 is either upper or lower triangular, the

system is easily solved. Consider the 2-by-2 upper triangular system:

As long as the diagonal elements are not zero, th.e system can be solved in a

sequential fashion, starting with æ2,

n2: b2f 122

æ1 : (b1 - æ2172)f I¡.

This is called back-substitution. A lower trianguiar matrix has a similar solution

method, where the soiution pÌocess begins with c1 and ends with æn. This method

is called forward elimination.

The transformation of a general system to a system involving a triangular form,

eitlrer by Gaussian elimination or through a factoñzation, is an important topic in

'å' ',::ll:)l: ll;]
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linear algebra. The production of the triangular form requires a much larger amount

of time than the solution of the resulting triangular system. Since the solution time is

insignificant in comparison to the total time, this stage is often left in an unenhanced

state (i.e. serial).

The triangular solution stage may have an important effect on the total time

in a number of situations. Often in applications, there may be a system which is

repeatedly solved, and the¡efore the cost of the triangular solution stage becomes more

significant. Consider the problem that arises u,'hen a parallel factorizalíon algorithm

has been employed to produce a triangular system. On a dist¡ibuted memor)¡ parallel

machine, the trianguiar solution phase will need to communicate a large number of

values in this essentially serial algorithm. The amount of communication and the

organization of the serial algorithm (it's not optimal for a parallel machine) will

grea,tly increase the cost of the solution. This time may become significant when

compared to the now decreased factorization time.

For these reasons, it may be important to speed up the triangular solution stage,

so it does not become a 'bottleneck'for the soluiion process.

6. L Farallelization

The algorithm parallelized is forward elimination, applied to a lower triangu-

Iar matrix. The differences between forward elimination and back substitution are

minimal, so this is not an important choice.

Each processor receives a set of columns and part of the right hand side vector

which corresponds to these column numbers. Each processor will provide part of the

solution vectot, corresponding to the columns it receives. For example, if a processor
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contains columns 3, 8, and 13, then it will eventually solve for tire va¡iables æ3,æg

and æ13.

As this algorithm is serial in nature, the amount of parallelism which can be

introduced is restricted. The vector must still be solved in a particular order, but

there is the possibility of updating concurrently.

The parallelism is achieved in this algorithm by overlapping the work on many

components of the solution. After the processor containing column j computes æ¡,

the process of updating the ó vector becomes a serial computation since only this

processor has access to column j. However, the updating may be broken into segments

and pipelined through the processors) so other processors do not have to u'ait for the

entire vector before theS' may proceed.

The first processor computes ø1, and then proceeds to compute the components

of the update vector z, where

z; i: æ11¿1 ,

and l¿1 is the first column of the matrix. After computing a certain number a of

these components, where a is the size of a segment) processor one sends this vector

to processor two, so this latter processor can compute æ2 and begin updating the

first segment zr. Meanu,hile, processor one has been computing the second segment

of length a. Whenever a processor completes the updating of a segment of z, the

segment is forwarded to the next processor in the ring. The first segment is always

depleted by one element before it is passed, since this information has already been

used to find the current solution element æ¿. In this manner, it is possible to have all

of the processors busy simultaneously, working on difi'erent segments.

\4¡hen the information in a segment is depleted (updates travel only to the

diagonal), the segment is removed and the amount of possible parallelism is therefore
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decreased.

This algorithm was developed b1' Heath and Romine (1988) for a hypercube

multiprocessor.

6.2 The Algoríthm as lmplemented

During the design of this algorithm, it was discovered that the transputer im-

plementation would have a slight problem. This problem results from the fact that

the communication links are unbuffered, i.e. a message may arrive only when the

processor is ready to receive it'*'ithin the code. (It is, of course, possible for the

programmer to construct a buffer process.)

The difficultl', as far as this algorithm is concerned, is that there is a strict

maximum on the number of segments which may be allowed to circulate. The maxi-

mum is exactly one less than the number of processors which are solr'ing the system.

If the number of segments is allowed to be equal to or greater than the number of

processors, the program will deadlock, neither finishing nor continuing.

To see the reason for this, consider the following:

There are NP processors in the system. Suppose processor one will produce ø

update vectots, where o 2 N P. The first processor begins sending out update

vectots, passing a new one whenever the second processor is ready. When

processor NP receives the first segment, processor one is working on segment

NP S a. Processor NP finishes the first segment, and tries to pass this segment

to processor one) which is trying to pass segment NP to processor two. P¡ocessor

two, in turn, is trying to pass segment NP-l to Processor three. This continues
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around the ring, each processor trying to pass, and no ptocessor ready to receive.

The program will remain in this deadlocked state indefinitely.

The size of a was chosen as nl(NP - 1), where n is the size of the matrix, and

NP is the number of processors. With NP - 1 segments circulating a¡ound the ring,

one processor will always be idie, and therefore ready to receive a segment.

Restricting the maximum number of segments decreases the amount of paral-

lelism achievable in the algorithm, since an idle processor is required to avoid deadlock,

when it could otherr¡'ise do useful work. As the aigorithm proceeds, the number of

segments decreases, as well as the amount of parallelism. To alleviate this problem,

the size of the segments could be decreased each time a segment is removed. from the

svstem, keeping the maximum number of segments for as long as possible. Once the

segments reach a certain size, however, it would be better to pass a fewer number of

segments, due to the communication overhead from passing small messages.

All of this could be avoided with tlie addition of a bufler process of the appropri-

ate size. which couid input a number of messages, holding them until required. This

plocess must be running in parallel with the main process (on the same transputer).

The buffer must be fairly complicated, in that it must know what is being input (the

size of a vector, etc.). This would involve the use of link protocols, which describe

the types of messages which may be received on a link.

Another method which rvould avoid deadlock is possible using a 'bucket' con-

cept. The algorithm would proceed as before, except that processor one would stop

making segments when the system becomes saturated (the same number of segments

as processors). When the information in the first segment is depleted, the segment

is forwarded to the first processor, which now places a ne\¡/ segment in the 'bucket'.

This bucket now contains the iast segment currently circulating in the system.
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The 'bucket'must conta.in more information than a disembodied segment. This

new segment must be updated from columns 1 through a to become current with the

first set of segments. This indicates more control is necessary within the processors

to enable diflering treatments of the segment, depending on a number of variables.

6"S Comparisons

The serial algorithm used for comparison v¡as written in OCCAM and executed

on the transputer. Timing results for serial execution on both the T414 and ihe T800

transputers are included, to shou' the difference that the floating point co-processor

makes to the algorithm.

Full matrix storage was used for the serial algorithm, in the same manner as

the parallel algorithm. The matrix was stored in transpose form.

The timings for the T800 were obtained b5' transmitting the matrix to the first

processor in the network from a host program executing on Lhe T4I4 which read

the matrix from a file. The same algorithm was used for routing the columns of the

matrix to the network in the serial and parallel programs.

These techniques were employed to minimize the differences in the parallel and

serial algorithms, except for the parallelization. This should enable a fair comparison

for the algorithms.

The diference from the T414 serial algorithm to the use of the floating point

T800 is impressive and shou's hou' much faste¡ the newer chip is. The algorithm

performs approximately 5.6 times faster with the floating point co-processor.
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Table 6.L: Triangular Timings. Timings for the triangular solution algorithm, for
various size mat¡ices and number of processors.

Matrix
Size

Se¡ial
T414

Serial
T800

4-T800 d. 8-T800 a

4E U.U4JU U.UU7f' U.UUE4 ttt U.UUbð 7
5tt U.UböU 0.0104 0.0110 19 U.UUE4 I
84 U. IJU I U,UZ32 u.uz32 28 U.U IöU 12
96 u.1/u4 U.UJUö u.uz9ti 32 0.0204 12

I12 u.232U u.u413 u.u344 ,JI u.uz (ð 16

The ¡esults with four processors are not particularl5' impressive. A decrease

in time does not occur until the matrix is of size 96, and this decrease in not realll'

significant. The filer system presented a particular problem rvhen performing the

timings for iarge matrices. This was mainly because of a lack of storage space for the

matrix within the file system itself.

Eight processors began to shorv a speedup (1.12) for a matrix of size 48, with

six segments. The speedup increased to 1.23 for a mat¡ix of size 56, and for the larger

matrices, the speedup becomes approximately 1.49.

The comparison with a serial algorithm is not entirely fair (but it is easy to

calculate results), since the object of this discussion was to decrease the time of

performing the algorithm in an unenhanced serial fashion on a parallel processor.

This 'unenhanced' version could use either of two methods to perform the solution.

The first involves passing all the columns to one processor and executing the

normal serial algorithm there. This involves a large amount of communication, and

the processor may not have enough memory to hold the enti¡e matrix. This, of course,

would be an odd manner of solving the triangular system.
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The second) more likely, method would have each element of the vector solved

individually, with no update vectors being communicated to speed the process. Again

a large amount of communication is involved, and the processors are certainly being

used inefficiently.
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CHAPT.'ÐR" 7

Conclusion

The first object of this thesis was fo describe the parallel processing language

OCCAM and the transputer microprocessor.

OCCAM has evolved into a useful language (for some purposes) since it's incep-

tion. The constructions developed for expressing paralielism work in a simple manner,

and are applicable to many diferent systems (not only transputer networks). Its use

for numerical problems is demonstrated in this thesis for two algorithms, one direct

and one iterative. The lack of data structures, however, is a drawback for large

application programs. In this case, the language is similar to FORTRAN.

The transputer has become useful for accelerating existing machines where more

processing power is necessary or desirable. The chip itself is inexpensive when com-

pared to the cost of commercial parallel machines such as the hypercubes. The speed

of the floating point unit is impressive, especially when compared to the older T414

transputer.

The second object of this thesis was to produce some computational time im-

provements fo¡ some general purpose linear algebra algorithms. This was achieved
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through the parallelization of the algorithms using the language OCCAM and execu-

tion on a netr¡'ork of transputers.

The QR algorithm for finding the real eigenvalues of a nonsymmetric matrix

was parallelized by performing updates to the matrix on difrerent processors simul-

taneously. Considerably faster speeds for larger matrices (size 64 x 64) was achieved

using both four and eight processor networks. The four processor systems performed

more efficientl¡' 1þon the eight processor systems over the matrix size range tested.

The triangular system solution performed faster than the serial algorithm, al-

though the eficiencies were quite small. However, since this algorithm is usually

performed after a f.actorization routine of some sort, this test rvas deemed to be a

moderately unfair comparison. The parallel algorithm performs in a much superior

manner to the process of gathering ail the columns into one node (if they fit) and

solving serially in one processqr. The reason for this is, of course, the amount of

communication which becomes necessarv.

The triangular soiution algorithm was more successful for eight processors than

fo¡ four.

The algorithms which were presented could be executed on any MIMD syslem

which uses point to point communication.

It can be seen that the distributed memory (or lack of shared memory) is

not reall¡' a restriction on the algorithms presented. The bottlenecks which a¡ise

from shared access to memory locations are a drawback to shared memory parallel

computers. This bottleneck is removed with the local memory paraJlel computer,

which contains a possible communication bottleneck between processors. This does

not appear to be a serious problem in the algorithms included in this thesis.
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APPENÐTX ,E

l,iterature R"eview

The information contained in this review represents a very na roll¡ vieu' of the

field of parallel processing. Some general books have been inciuded if more material

is required by the reader. I've been selective in keeping to certain types of multipro-

cessors, and linear algebra routines that could conceivably be valuable.

A good tevieu'of parallel processing systems is Ðvans (1982). The chapters have

been contributed by a number of authors, and cover the different architectures avail-

able and the design of algorithms. There are also chapters on numerical algorithms,

algorithms for linear systems, and tridiagonal systems.

Schendel (1984) is an introductory textbook that is interesting, but for the most

part covers only SIMD (Single Instruction stream, Muitiple Data stream) algorithms.

Rodrigue (1982) is a collection of review papers on various numerical methods and

applications. There is a good chapter that relates to the Transputer (A case study

in the application of a Tightly Coupled multiprocessor to scientific computations,

Ostlund, Hibbard and Whiteside, pp 315-364).

Other general books are Miklosko and Kotov (1984), Oleinik (1982) and Hock-

ney and Jesshope (1981) which contains information on architectures, languages and
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numedca.l methods. Hockney and Jesshope (1988) have produced a new edition of

their book on parallel computers. This new volume covers transputers and OCCAM

as well as many new machines which have appeared over this seven year stretch.

For parailel processing involving microcomputers, Siegel et al (1987) provide a good

overview of the design of systems, algorithms and interconnection networks.

Quinn (1987) has produced an excellent book on the design of aigorithms. He

provides an overview of parallel processing, and discusses some recent issues, such as

the case for superlinear speedup.

An excellent review of parallel processing applied to the solution of partial

differential equations is contained in Ortega and Voigt (1985). This article contains

a brief history of parallel processing, an extensive review of the hardware including

types of parallel machines and interconnection schemes. One chapter covers direct

methods for linear equations that includes elimination methods, Givens reductions

and others and sections on special matrices such as triangular, sparse, tridiagonal, etc.

The iterative methods covered inciude Jacobi, SOR and multigrid, as well as some

semi-iterative methods such as the preconditioned conjugate gradient. Some problems

with partial differential equations are discussed and a small section on applications

is inciuded.

Heller (i978) concentrates on linear algebra algorithms for parallel process-

ing and gives considerable attention to theo¡etical questions, but the algorithms are

mainly for SIMD processors. Kung (1976) has an execellent review of MiMD (Multiple

Instruction stteam, Multiple Data stream) algorithms, and includes both synchronous

and asynchronous types. An asynchronous algorithm has no explicit dependency be-

tween processors, whereas a synchronous algorithm will contain parts of a process

which cannot be activated until anothe¡ process has finished a certain portion of its
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program. Baudet (1978) has done work on some asvnchronous iterative methods for

solving systems of linear equations.

Iterative parallel aigorithms for the solution of large sets of linear equations

are Presented in Barlow and Evans (1982). The algorithms a¡e based on Gauss-

Seidel and SOR (Successive Over Relaxation) methods and are presented in both

synchronous and asynchronous form. The results given were performed on a MIMD

system (Neptune).

Choiesky decomposition is covered in Datta (1985) and Kumar and Kowalik

(1986). Adams (1985) presents some preconditioners for conjugate gradient meth-

ods. Many diferent factorization methods are covered in Sameh and Kuck (1978),

Van Loan (1985), Evans and Hatzopolous (1979), Lau'rie and Sameh (ig8a) and

Hatzopolous and N{issirlis (1985). Chun et al (1987) present a QR factorization for

Toeplitz and Toepiitz-like matrices.

Boley and Maier (1988) present a t¡eatment of the QR algorithm fo¡ non-

symmetric matrices, developed on a hypercube. They used complex arithmetic for

implementing the routine which was designed for a systolic array. Bai and Demmel

(1988) have used a Convex C-1 vector machine to the QR iteraiion using Householder

transformations.

Eigenvlaue routines for symmetric matrices are found in Sameh and Kuck (1977)

and Lo, Philippe and Sameh (1987). This first routine was simulated in experiments

and is appropriate for a shared memory machine, while the second paper presents a

pipelined variation of some Eispack routines. Bernstein and Goidstein (1988) have ex-

tended Lo et al fo¡ the case when the number of eigenvalues to be found is significantly

iarger than the number of processors.
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The solution of triangular systems has recently been advanced on hypercube

rnachines by two papers - Li and Coleman (1988) which presents an aigorithm '¿'ith

ring communication and Ileath and Romine (1988) which compares numerous ways of

disiributing the problem. Loyens and Bisseling (1989) present a theoretical triangular

system solver with the matrix distributed over a grid of processors.

Articles on hypercube computers are becoming more numerous, with general

papers such as Ranka, Won and Sahni (1988) describe various issues such as the

choice of algorithms, distribution of data and load balancing. Saltz, Naik and Nicol

(1987) describe methods to reduce the effects of communication delays on a hypercube

computer. Their solution is rest¡icted to successive over relaxation (SOR) methods.

The transputer finaily seems to be overcoming some of its marketing problems

and is receiving increased attention. The RISC architecture is described in Tabak

(1988), which describes other RISC chips as well as the transputer. Freer (1985)

compares a number of different RISC chips, and the transputer fares well.

The September 1988 issue of High Technology Business contains an article de-

scribing the man5' uses to which the transputer is being applied. From cont¡ollers

in laser printers to add-in boards for workstations, the transputer is becoming more

widely accepted. A Graphics workstation using the Helios operating system is de-

scribed in Pountain (1988).

General descriptions of the transputer and occam may be found in Barron et

a"l (i983), Taylor (1986) and Taylor and Wilson (i982).

Articles using OCCAM and the transputer for appiications are becoming avail-

able. A multiplexor written in OCCAM is compared to a similar Pascal version in

Curry (1984). Tian et al (1988) present a version of the Gauss-Jordan procedure whicli

uses some special broadcast hardware designed using the IMS C00i link adapter to
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allow the sharing of data between processors. The transputers in Fisher (1986) are

connected to a single physical data patli forming a ring.

Allen (1988) presents a parallel version of a boundary element program, which

is used to solve an electrical engineering problem. The algorithm is implemented on

a transputer array. Some experimental work on the conjugate gradient a.lgorithm is

also inciuded.

The transputer is applied to LL'l decomposition in Bisseling and van de Vorst

(1989). These authors used a square mesh of 36 transputers for their experiments.

The journal Microprocessors and Microsystems recentlS, dedicated two issues

(March and April 1989) to the transputer. The first issue deals with the technology

of the transputer - lior¿' systems are built and operated. The articles include a dis-

tributed operating system for transputers v'hich describes HELIOS (Grimsdale), a

transputer-based graphics workstation (Nicoud and Schweizer) and a method for im-

plementing virtual OCCAM channels between any two nodes in a network (Knowles

and Kantcher'), among others.

The second issue focuses on the application of transputers to various fields of

study. Tirere are three articles involving robotics (van den Broek and de Boer, Giffin

and Furht, and Stavenuiter, Reehorst and Bakkers). Other papers describe image

processing methods and tracking applications.
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,EPPENÐTX ts

Code l,istings

The foliowing two routines are used in both the QR and triangular solution algorithms

for passing vectors.

PR0C input.real.slice(CHAN UF ANy in,VAL INT Start,Length, []nEAfSZ
buff)

SEQ

IF
Length>0

SEQ

in ? [Uutf FR0M Start FoR LengthJ
TRUE

SKÏP

PRoc output . real . slice (crnru 0F ÂNY out , v.al rNT start , Length, [] Rnatgz
buff)

SEQ

TF

Length)0
SEQ

out ! [buff FRO]I Start FOR LengthJ
TRIIE

SKÏP
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The following set of procedures are used in the QR algorithm.

PR0C Recv(Ctt¿¡l 0F AllY in,out,fNT numcol,n,V¡,I INT Iùp,p,
[] []nsars2 nat)

rNT i,j:
[1oo]REAL32 temp
SEQ

in?n
IF

P<> (NP-1)
out!n

TRUE

SKIP
numcol : =n/NP
SEQ j=0 FOR numcol

ner¡ IS [mat lji FROM o FOR n] :

SEQ

sEQ i=1 FoR (NP-P)

SEQ

input . reaL. slice (in, 0,n, tenp)
IF

i=1
SEQ

nerär=ltemp FROI{ 0 FOR n] --assign into natrix
TRUE

output.real_. slice(out,0,n,temp) --e1se pass on
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PROC Getcs (RE.AI32 xk,xk1 , c, s) --get rotation values
REAL32 t,Rl,R:
VAL one IS 1.0(REAL32):
vAL zero IS 0.0(REAL32):
SEQ

rF
xk1=zero

SEQ

c : =one
s : =zero

TRUE

SEQ

R: =.å,BS (xk)
R1 : =ABS (xk1 )
t-t

R1)=R
SEQ

t : =xk/xk1
s : =PoWER(one+ (t*t), 0. 5 (REAL32) )
s : =one/s
c: =s*t

TRUE

SEQ

t : =xk1/xk
c : =P0ÉíER(one+ (t*t), 0 . 5 (REAL32) )
c : =one/c
s : =c*t

PROC Lupdate(VAL INT k,co1,VAL INT 1ast,REAL32 c,E, [] []REAL32 A)
INT i: --perform left update
REAL32 temp:
SEQ

SEQ i=k FOR last
SEQ

temp:=A[i] [col]
A[i] [col] :=(cxtenp)+(sxA[i] [co1+1] )
A [i] [col+1] ; = (c*A [i] [cot+r] ) - (s*tenp)
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PR0C Rupdate(VÂL INT j,co1,REAL32 c,s,shft, []Rn¿tgz xj, [1 []ngmsz t)
--col is length to diagonaL +L

TIIT K:
REAL32 temp:
SEQ

SEQ k=0 FOR col
sEq

temp : =A [j ] [k]
A ijl tkl :=(cxtemp)+(sxxj [k] )
xj tkJ 3=(cxxj tkl )-(sxtemp)

A [jJ [co1-2] :=A [j] [col-z] +shft

RE¡,L32 FITNCTTON Ukshift(vAL [3]REAL32 curr!VAL [2]RE¡,L32 next)
REAL32 e,f ,g,h,w,p,e, shift :

VALOF

SEQ

e : =curr [1]
g: =curr [2]
f : =next [0]
h: =next [1]
F: =g*f
p:=0.5(REAL32)x(e-h)
q:=(pxp)+w
shift : =0.5 (REAL32) x (e+h)
ÏF

q>0. 0 (REAL32)

REAL32 shiftl, shift2:
SEQ

q: =SQRT(q)
shiftl:=shift+q
shift2 : =shift-q
IF

(ABS (h-shiftl) ) <= (¡ss (h-shift2) )
shift: =shiftl

TRIIE

shift : =shift2
TRUE

SKIP
RESUTT shift
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The following is the listing fo¡ the first processor in the network for the QR

algorithm.
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PB,OC NetGiv0(CHAN 0F ANY Fronil-eft,Toright,Fronright,Toleft,
Tohost , Frornhost ,VAL fNT NP , P)

#USE snglnath
#USE userio
VAL naxsize IS 70:
VAL maxcols IS 20:
[maxcols] [rnaxsize] REÄL32 A:

lnaxsize] REAL32 ck, sk :

B00L First,shortflag:
INT numcols, g1obco1, diag :

B00L converged,D0NE, lastprocessor :

REAL32 x7,x2, c,s,shift :

INT i, j, k, n, RCVE,next, ân1r r co1, count, colleft, lastcolgl, iterat :

VAL eps IS 0.00000001 (REAL32) r

[s] ngffigz mycol :

[z] ngÀLsz sent :

REAL32 neushift:
INT loop:
SEQ

Recv (Iromhost, Toright,numcols,n, NP,P,A)
Tohost ! 900
DONE: =FALSE
iterat : =O

colleft: =numcols
1astcolg1 : =n-1
WHILE NOT D0NE -- loop until no columns left

SEQ

count : =0
shortf lag : =lastcolgl< (NP-1 )

converged: =FALSE

lastprocessor:=(P+( (cotleft-1)*NP) )=lastcolg1 --true if I
--have last co1

HHILE NOT converged --loop until deflation occurs
SEQ

iterat : =iterat+1
diag: =P
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IF -- subtract shift
count()0

SEQ j=0 FgR colleft
SEQ

A [jl laiag] : =A[j] ldiagJ -shift
diag: =diag+IIP

TRUE

shift:=0.0(REAL32) --no point in subtracting zero
cou¡t : =count+1
col-:=0 --col holds the global column we,re working on
First : =TRUE
SEQ j=0 FgR colleft

SEQ

IF --calculate number of updates to receive
(co1=O) 0R shortflag

RCVE: =P
TRUE

RCVE: =NP-1

The following code iras been shifted to the left for easier reading. It actuaily occurs

under the above SEQ.

SEQ i=0 FOR RCVE

SEQ

TF
(i=0) AND (NOT First) --f was last master

lmaxsize]REAL32 q:
PAR --do this left update and previous right update

SEQ

Fromleft ? c; s
Lupdate(j ,col, colleft-j , c, s,A)

SEQ

input . real. slice (Fronright ,0, col+1 , q)
Rupdate(j-1,co1+l,ck[j-1],sktj-1l,shift,q,A)
output . real . slice (Toright ,0 , col+1 , q)

TRIIE --any other processor
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SEQ

Froml-eft ? r's
PAR

ÏF
j < (colleft-1 )

IF
( (3 x¡¡p¡ +P) < ( (cor+wp) -r )

Toright I c;s
TRIJE

SKÏP
TRIIE --last column

IF
lastprocessor

SKÏP
TRUE

IF
( (5 *¡P¡ +P) < ( (col+¡p¡ -1¡

Toright ! c; s
TRUE

SKÏP
IF

(lastprocessor AND First) AWO (i=O)
SKÏP

j< (colleft-1)
Toright ! c;s

(j=(colIeft-1)) ¡tUO (NgT lastprocessor)
Toright ! c;s

TRUE

SKTP

Lupdate(j, col, colleft-j, c,s,A)
col : =col-+1
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ïF --calculate rotation for my column j
coI()lastcolgl --rotate every col_umn but last

SEQ

x1 : =A [j ] [col]
x2:=A. [j J lcol+l]
Getcs (xI ,x2, c, s)
PAR

Toright ! c;s --pass rotation values
SEQ

A [jJ [colJ ¡=(c*x1)+(sxx2)
A [jJ IcoI+1] : =0. o(REAL32)

PÂR

SEQ

ÏF
co1()0

SEQ

output .reaI. slice (Tol_eft, O, co1+1,A[j] )
input . real. sl_ice (Froml-eft, O, coI+1,A [j] )

TRUE

SKIP
SEQ

TF

j < ( colleft -1 )

Lupdate(j*t, col, colleft- (j+1), c,s,A)
TRUE

SKTP

ck[jl:=c
sk[jJ:=s
col : =coI+1

TRUE

SKIP -- end rotation
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First:=F^A,ISE -- finish off iteration
ÏF

lastprocessor
SEQ

output . real. slice (toleft,O, lastcolgl+1,A [colleft-1] )
input .reaI . slice (Fromleft , O, lastcolgl+t , A [colleft-1] )
A IcoIleft-1] [IastcolglJ : =Â [colleft- 1] [Iastco1gl] +shift

TR'E 
--add shift

[maxsize]REAL32 q:
SEQ

input . real slice (Frornright , O, co1+1 , q)
Rupdate (colleft-1, co1+1, c, s, shift, q,A)
output.real. slice(Toright, O, coI+1, q)
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SEQ --convergence checks
globcol : = (-1)
ÏF

lastprocessor
loop: =colIeft-1

TRUE

loop : =col-left
SEq ¡=9 FOR loop

SEQ

diag: = (j *NP) +P

PAR

SEQ

IF
(e=O) AllD (¡=9¡ --first colurnn has no sup-d.iag

SEQ

mycol[1]:=A[0] tol
mYcol[2]:=Atol tll

TRUE

SEQ

mycol:=[A[j] FRou (diag_l) FoR 31

Toleft ! lmyco] FR0M O FOR 2l
Fromright ? sent

IF
(ltrs lmyç61 t2l ) ) < (eps* (les (¡y"ot hl )+ABs (senr t1l ) ) )

SEQ

globcol : =-1
shif t : =nycol[1J

TRIIE

SEQ

shif t : =l{kshift (mycol, sent)
globcol: =diag+1
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ÏF
lastprocessor --send last column

Toteft ! [A[colleft-1] FR0t{ (((coIleft-1)*Np)+(p-1)) FoR 2l
TRITE

SK]P
Toright ! shíftiglobcol --start it off (processor O)

Froml-eft ? shift;gIobcoI --final shift info
Toright ! shift;globcol

gi-obco1=(-1) --everyone converged
SEQ

converged: =TRIIE

DONE: =TRUE
globcol(lastcolg1 --someone converged

INT diff:
SEQ

díff : =( (colleft-1) *¡çp)+ (P-globcol) --difference betueen
--last column#) s

ÏF
diff>O --deflation in this processor

SEQ

collefr : =cotl_eft- ( (diff/Np) +1)
IF

(¿itr\up) =o
colleft : =colleft+1
TRUE

SKÏP
diff<=O --deflation in other processor

SKIP
converged: =TRUE

1astco1g1: =globcol
shortflag: =lastcolgl< (NP-1 )

TRUE --no convergence
conver6ed: =FALSE

ÏF
count=30

SEQ

converged: =TRIIE

D0NE: =TRUE
TRUE

SKïP --end of convergence check
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IF
count<30

Tohost I 555
TRTiE

Tohost | 777
Tohost ! iterat

-- . 0 (REAL32)

-- .0 (REAL32)
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The following procedure is used to receive the columns from the irost.

PRoC Recv(Ctt¡.tU 0F ANy in,out,VAL ItüT nu¡ncol,n,Np,p, [] I]REALSZ mat)
ïNT i,j :

[120]REAL32 temp:
SEQ ¡=6 FgR nr:mcol

SEQ

new IS lmat [jj FROM O FoR n+1] :

SEQ i=1 FOR (AIP-P)

SEQ

input . real . slice (in,0,n*1 , temp)
TF

i=1
SEQ

nev:=ltemp FROM O FOR n+1]
TRUE

output . real . slice (out, O,n+1, temp)

The following is the listing for the triangular solution algorithm.
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PROC Col0Proc(CHAN OF ANY in,out,Fromhost,Tohost,VAL IIIT ÌüP,P)
INT row , i , j , k, 1en, Numcols , sig , n, Numsegs , MaxSegs :

VAL INT HaxNumCols IS 50:
V¡,L INT l{axNuruSize IS 120:
[Maxlür:mco1s] RE¿tg2 z :

[l{axNr:mcols] RE¡,tsz x :

[MaxNu¡rSize] RE¡,tgZ soln :

REAL32 xj:
l]laxNunColsl [MaxNr:mSize] REAL32 L :

SEQ

Fromhost ? n; sig
out ! n;sig
Numcols: =n/NP
Recv (Fromhost , out , Numcols ,n, NP ,P, L)
Tohost ! 1

MaxSegs : =n/sig
xj:=L[0] [n]/Ltol tol
x lol : =xi
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SEQ k=0 FOR ÞlaxSegs

SEQ

ros: =kxsig
SEQ i=0 FOR sig

z[i]:=xj*L[O] [row+l]
IF

k=0
output . real . slice (out , 1 , ( sig-l ) , z)

TRUE

output .real. slice (out, 0, sig, z)
SEq ¡=1 FOR (Numcols-l)

SEQ

row: =P+ (j *Up)

len:=sig-(row REM sig)
Numsegs : =tiaxSegs- (rov/sig)
SEQ k=[ FOR Numsegs

SEQ

input . real . slice (in, 0 , 1en, z)
IF

k--1
SEQ

xj : = (¡ tj I inl -z [0] ) lLljl [row] --solve the f irst one
x[ji:=xj

TRUE

SKIP
SEQ i=0 FOR Ien --add known info to segment

z Ii] :=z [i] +(xjxL [jJ [row+il )
TF

k=1
output . real. slice (out, 1, 1en-1,2)

TRITE

output . real. slice (out, O, len, z)
row:=row + Ien --make sure rog is correct
len:=sig --length of aIl following

--segments
input . real. slice (in, 0,n, soln)
SEQ 5=9 F¡R (n/NP)

sol-n[(j*tuP)] :=x[jJ
output .real. sliee (Tohost, 0,D, soln)
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